[1] The effect of solar wind pressure enhancements on storm time ring current asymmetry is investigated by examining the asymmetric variations in the north-south (H) and east-west (D) components of the geomagnetic field during four magnetic storms. For two strong storms, on 25 September 1998 and 29 May 2003, pressure enhancements occurred during the main phase with strong and steadily southward IMF B z . It is found that the pressure enhancements significantly increase the asymmetry of the already strong and asymmetric ring current under these conditions. For the moderate magnetic storm on 10 January 1997, a pressure enhancement occurred during the early recovery phase when IMF B z was turning northward while it was still southward. Our result shows that the pressure enhancement also slightly enhanced the asymmetry of the slightly asymmetric ring current that existed during the early recovery phase. On 6 November 2000, a pressure enhancement occurred during the late recovery phase when the IMF B z was strongly northward. For this case, the pressure enhancement did not increase the asymmetry of the already symmetric ring current. The above results of ring current asymmetry increases can be explained by considering the local energization of the preexisting ring current particles by the azimuthal electric field induced by the pressure enhancement. Our results show that the effect of pressure enhancements on the ring current depends strongly on the asymmetry state of the ring current at the times of the onsets of pressure enhancements, which is in turn determined by the IMF B z preconditioning. In addition, the size and relative strength of a pressure enhancement also play important roles in affecting the ground asymmetric H perturbation.
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Introduction
[2] Solar wind dynamic pressure enhancements often occur prior to or during a magnetic storm and lead to the sudden commencement (SC), which is the ground response to the shock that often initiates a magnetic storm. Dynamic pressure enhancements can significantly compress the Earth's magnetosphere and lead to global changes in the large-scale magnetospheric and ionospheric currents and in the aurora. Many previous studies have shown the effect of pressure enhancements on the Chapman-Ferraro, region 1 (R1), and cross-tail current [Patel, 1968; Sugiura et al., 1968; Kaufmann and Konradi, 1969; Araki, 1977 Araki, , 1994 Russell et al., 1994a Russell et al., , 1994b Zesta et al., 2000] . In recent years, much work has been done on how pressure enhancements influence aurora activity Kamide, 1998, 2001; Zhou and Tsurutani, 1999; Lyons et al., 2000; Zesta et al., 2000; Chua et al., 2001; Boudouridis et al., 2003] . Also, some authors investigated its effect on the geosynchronous magnetic field [Wing et al., 2002; Lee and Lyons, 2004] . However, the effect of the solar wind dynamic pressure on the development of the storm time ring current has received almost no attention until the recent work by Wang et al. [2003] . Wang et al. [2003] used solar wind and Dst index from the OMNI database to empirically investigate the influence of the solar wind dynamic pressure on the injection and decay of the ring current. They did a general correlation between the strength of the ring current and the solar wind dynamic pressure and found that the ring current injection rate is proportional to the solar wind dynamic pressure. However, they did not address the question of how dynamic pressure changes affect the strength and asymmetry of the ring current. Can the particles in the ring current region be locally further energized due to the pressure enhancement and lead to an enhancement of the asymmetric ring current? We answer this question in the present paper.
[3] The ring current is primarily due to energetic ions and electrons magnetically drifting in opposite directions, i.e., ions in the westward direction and electrons in the eastward direction, at geocentric distances from $3 R E to roughly 9 R E . During a magnetic storm, the ring current is intensified and produces a significant depression in the H component of the low-latitude and midlatitude ground magnetic field. The negative excursion of the H component usually lasts for tens of hours due to the balance of losses with the continuous injection of new particles due to the southward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) [Gonzalez et al., 1994] . The Dst index derived from the magnitude of the H component perturbation at four lowlatitude stations around the globe is used to gauge the strength and development of the ring current during a magnetic storm.
[4] Previous studies about the ring current composition have shown that ions in the 20-200 keV energy range carry the majority of the ring current [Frank, 1967; Williams, 1981] . Electrons in the same energy range also make a contribution to the energy density of the ring current, but this contribution is well below that of ions [Frank, 1967; Lyons and Williams, 1975] . A recent study showed that electrons can contribute about 16% to the energy content of the ring current [Liu et al., 2005] . In this paper we only consider the contribution of ions to the ring current and neglect that of the electrons when we discuss the formation of the asymmetric ring current and effects of solar wind dynamic pressure on the asymmetry.
[5] Many studies have revealed that during the main phase of a magnetic storm, the ring current is always asymmetric [Hamilton et al., 1988; Fok et al., 1996; Ebihara and Ejiri, 1998; Grafe, 1999; Liemohn et al., 1999 Liemohn et al., , 2001a Liemohn et al., , 2001b , being characterized by a dawn-todusk asymmetry in the current strength, with the dusk current being significantly stronger than the dawn current. Liemohn et al. [1999 Liemohn et al. [ , 2001b attributed this asymmetry to the drift loss of ring current particles on open paths. They pointed out that during the main phase ring current ions are mostly on open drift paths and easily get lost to the magnetopause and thus do not reach the dawnside. During the late recovery phase on the other hand, ring current particles are mostly on closed drift paths, which leads to the development of ring current symmetry as the ions then drift around to the dawnside.
[6] The primary objective of this study is to investigate whether or not a pressure enhancement can affect the ring current asymmetry during a magnetic storm and, if so, under what conditions and how. The asymmetric variation in the H component recorded by ground magnetometers at low and middle latitudes has been traditionally used to infer the existence of what is referred to as the partial ring current (or asymmetric ring current) Fukushima, 1971, 1972; Fukushima and Kamide, 1973; Clauer and McPherron, 1980] . This is the basic methodology that we use in this paper. The partial ring current flows in the duskward direction from near midnight and extends partway around the Earth. It closes through the ionosphere by field-aligned currents (FACs) near midnight and perhaps also in the afternoon sector. It mostly closes through the Chapman-Ferraro current in the postnoon sector by the direct loss of particles to the magnetopause during the main phase of a magnetic storm [Liemohn et al., 1999 [Liemohn et al., , 2001b . It is primarily the partial ring current (or asymmetric ring current) that produce the asymmetric variation in the H component.
[7] Additionally, while the effect of FACs, e.g., the region 1 (R1) and region 2 (R2) currents, is usually limited to the high-latitude H and D components, sometimes it reaches middle and low latitudes and affects the asymmetric H component variations. It is impossible to determine solely from the H component variations whether or not FACs have a significant contribution. Simultaneous examination of the ground D component is necessary. The Chapman-Ferraro and ring currents contribute very little to the D component. Therefore any perturbation in the D component due to a pressure enhancement results primarily from FACs and is thus a good indicator of the strength and effect of the FACs at a certain latitude. In this paper we use the D component perturbation (in particular as compared with the H component perturbation) to determine whether or not the effect of FACs can reach middle and low latitudes. From the simultaneous analysis of both the H and D component perturbations at low and middle latitudes, we qualitatively infer the effect of the Chapman-Ferraro current, asymmetric ring current, and FACs during a pressure enhancement. We will discuss in detail how we address this problem in the Discussion section.
[8] In this paper, we use solar wind observations from Wind or ACE, low-latitude and midlatitude ground magnetometer data (H and D component) from around the Earth, and three geomagnetic indices, SYM-H, ASY-H, and ASY-D [Iyemori, 1990; Iyemori and Rao, 1996] to investigate the effect of pressure enhancements on the storm time ring current asymmetry (the dawn-to-dusk asymmetry). The study is based on four magnetic storms with pressure enhancements occurring during different phases of the storm. We focus on the asymmetric perturbations in both the H and D components from the ground magnetometer at low and middle latitudes at all available local times during these events. At the same time, we also refer to the three geomagnetic indices to determine the phase during which the pressure enhancements occurred and to show the asymmetric perturbations both in H and D that existed prior to and during the pressure enhancement at midlatitudes. It is found that a pressure enhancement does play a significant role in affecting the storm time ring current asymmetry, especially if the enhancement occurs during the main phase of a storm with strong southward IMF B z when the ring current has already been well-developed and already asymmetric. It is also found that the relative strength of the pressure enhancement also has an effect on the ring current asymmetry.
[9] General description of the data and their implications is given in section 2. Data for the four cases are presented and described in section 3. Two of them, the 25 September 1998 and 29 May 2003 events, occurred during the main phase of two strong storms when the IMF B z had already been strongly southward for a long time (several hours). The event of 10 January 1997 occurred during the early recovery phase of a moderate storm with much smaller IMF B z , and the fourth event, on 6 November 2000, occurred during the late recovery phase under strongly northward IMF B z . Section 4 describes in detail our interpretation of the observations for these four cases, and a summary and conclusions are given in section 5.
Data Sources
[10] The solar wind plasma and magnetic field data are from the SWE [Ogilivie et al., 1995] and MFI [Lepping et al., 1995] instruments, respectively, on the Wind spacecraft (for the September 1998 and January 1997 events), and from the SWEPAM [McComas et al., 1998 ] and magnetic fields experiment (MFE) [Smith et al., 1998 ], respectively, on the ACE spacecraft (for the May 2003 and November 2000 events).
[11] The low-latitude to midlatitude ground magnetometer data for the 1998 and 1997 events are obtained from the NOAA Space Physics Interactive Data Resources (SPIDR) (http://spidr.ngdc.noaa.gov/). The data for the May 2003 event is from two different magnetometer arrays. One is the recently established South American Meridional B-field Array (SAMBA), a Chilean-American magnetometer chain. The other is the 210 chain, which is a part of the Circum-pan Pacific Magnetometer Network (CPMN). SAMBA is run by UCLA (Dr. E. Zesta, PI) and a total of 10 stations were installed between May 2002 and January 2004. It is a meridional array with 10 magnetometers spaced from low to middle latitude (L = 1.01 to L = 2.28) along the coast of Chile, from near the dip equator to the tip of the Antarctic peninsula below the southern edge of Chile. The SAMBA and the 210 chains are approximately 12 hours of local time apart from each other. The 210 chain data is provided by K. Yumoto, the PI of the CPMN magnetometer network.
[12] In this study, we use both the H and D component perturbations to qualitatively infer the contributions from different current systems. The D component is used as an indicator of the strength of the FAC effects at low or middle latitudes. We assume that at a certain latitude, if the magnitude of the D perturbation is much smaller than that of the H perturbation, then the contribution of the FACs to the H perturbation is significantly less than the sum of those from the Chapman-Ferraro current and ring current at the same latitude; if the magnitude of the D perturbation is comparable to or even larger than that of the H perturbation then the contribution of the FACs to the H perturbation is as significant as that of the other two currents at this latitude.
[13] We also use three geomagnetic indices, SYM-H, ASY-H, and ASY-D [Iyemori, 1990; Iyemori and Rao, 1996] , as indicators of the longitudinally symmetric or asymmetric variations in the H and D component. These three indices are derived from observations primarily from six midlatitude stations, which are randomly selected from a station group consisting of 10 low-to-middle-latitude stations in which only two are from low latitudes. Thus, they generally represent the symmetric or asymmetric variation of H and D component at midlatitude.
[14] The SYM-H index is the H-component average from the six stations and represents the longitudinally symmetric part of the northward magnetic field variations. The SYM-H index is essentially the same as the hourly Dst index [Sugiura and Kamei, 1991] , except that it has a 1-min time resolution. Therefore the effects of solar wind dynamic pressure variations are more clearly seen in the SYM-H than in the Dst index. The main contributors to the SYM-H index are the Chapman-Ferraro current and the symmetric and partial ring current.
[15] The ASY-H and ASY-D indices also have 1-min time resolution and are the range between the maximum and the minimum values of the H and D component perturbations, respectively, of the six stations used for obtaining SYM-H. As mentioned above, the ring current and the ChapmanFerraro current do not contribute significantly to the D perturbation, only FACs do. Thus the ASY-D index can be used as a good indicator of the strength of the FACs effect at midlatitude, as can the local time distribution of the actual D perturbations from ground magnetometers. We can determine the relative contribution of the FACs with respect to that of the other current systems based on the comparison of the ASY-D and ASY-H magnitude increases in much the same manner as we described above for the comparison between the actual H and D component perturbations. This applies to midlatitude stations, since the indices are primarily based on midlatitude stations. To determine whether or not the effect of FACs reaches low-latitude stations, we need to check the actual D and H perturbations.
Case Presentations
[16] We describe all four cases separately. The first two storms, 25 September 1998 and 29 May 2003, had the pressure enhancement occurring during the main phase after the ring current had built up for several hours as a result of the intensified convection. Both of these storms had strong ring currents, with SYM-H reaching less than $ À150 nT.
Case 1: 25 September 1998
[17] The solar wind and IMF data from the Wind spacecraft and the three geomagnetic indices are shown in Figure 1 . The spacecraft was located at GSE (182.6, 14.8, À5.7) R E at the time the pressure enhancement was observed. Figure 1 shows, from top to bottom, the X-GSM component of the solar wind velocity, proton number density, dynamic pressure, three components of IMF in GSM coordinates, and the three indices. On the basis of the position of the spacecraft and the solar wind velocity, the propagation time of the pressure front from Wind to the magnetosphere is approximately 24 min, assuming radial propagation. The two vertical lines at $0558 UT and $0624 UT indicate the time-delayed onsets of the two-step pressure enhancement during this event. First, we see a gradual and smaller increase and then a sharp and larger pressure jump. The solar wind speed was steady for the first step and increased slightly for the second one by 50 km/s. The IMF was strongly southward at $À13 nT during and for several hours before the pressure enhancement. Thus the convection had been strong for several hours, so the ring current was already significantly enhanced and asymmetric by the time the pressure front impacted the magnetosphere and compressed it. The magnitude of the pressure enhancement (DP) is $19 nPa, and its relative strength (DP/P 0 ) is $4.75. These two numbers indicate that this was a strong pressure enhancement. The size and relative strength of this case and all the other pressure enhancements investigated in this study are summarized in Table 1 .
[18] From the SYM-H panel, we can see that the storm began around 0000 UT on 25 September with SYM-H index reaching as low as $À200 nT, indicating a strong storm. The small spike at $0624 UT, a time appropriate for the magnetospheric impact of the pressure enhancement, indicates that the pressure enhancement occurred near the end of the main phase when the asymmetric ring current was expected to be well-developed and strongest. Corresponding to this time, there are large and abrupt increments of both ASY-H and ASY-D. This implies that there were significant asymmetric perturbations in both the H and the D component of the ground geomagnetic field at midlatitude. These perturbations lasted for $30 min, which is the same as the duration of the sharp pressure enhancement observed by Wind, indicating that they are a directly driven response to the pressure enhancement. Note that the perturbations of the ASY-H and the ASY-D are of the same order of magnitude ($250 nT), which indicates that the contribution of the FACs to the H perturbation at mid latitude is as significant as that of the ChapmanFerraro current and asymmetric ring current. However, for low latitudes, we need to check the actual H and D data. [20] In this paper, we are investigating the nearly transient (or instantaneous) effect of pressure enhancement, so we define the H (or D) perturbations as the signed difference between the peak value of H (or D) minus the H (or D) value at the onset of the identified compression. In Figures 2a and 2b we plot the actual H and D values and the dashed horizontal lines are an arbitrary reference level around the time of the compression; they are not the quiet levels for each station. So when we refer to a DH or DD value change in this paper, it is not the traditionally used perturbations with respect to quiet levels, but only the isolated pressure pulse perturbation with respect to the preexisting H or D value before the compression. Therefore a negative DH to the pressure pulse (in Figure 2a) means the difference between the peak and the onset is negative, while a positive DH indicates that the difference is positive.
[21] Figure 2a shows negative H-component perturbations in response to the pressure enhancements at all MLTs from noon to dusk and positive H perturbations at all MLTs from dawn to noon. This is a clear dawn-to-dusk asymmetry. From Figure 2b we see that the D perturbations are much smaller than the H perturbations for most stations at these low latitudes and that the magnitude of most H perturbations is significantly larger than even that of the largest perturbation of the D component (seen at HON and GUI). Thus the effect of the FACs can be neglected at low latitudes, and the primary contributors to the H perturbations here are the Chapman-Ferraro current and the asymmetric ring current.
[22] Figures 3a and 3b show the H and D perturbations respectively for all available stations at Northern Hemisphere midlatitudes (30°to 45°). Figure 3c shows the H perturbations for all available Southern Hemisphere midlatitude stations. The two vertical lines in each panel indicate the two steps of the pressure enhancement as in Figure 1 . Figure 3a shows that the pressure enhancement response is weak positive perturbations near dawn (at DOU, CLF, and SPT) and stronger negative perturbations in the postnoon sector (MMB and KAK). Figure 3c shows the same dawn-to-dusk asymmetric H perturbations in the Southern Hemisphere midlatitude stations. Thus there was a clear dawn-to-dusk asymmetric H perturbation as seen at low latitudes.
[23] Four stations (BSL, DLR, TUC, FRN) around midnight have significantly larger positive responses than the others. Clauer et al. [2003] identified a large substorm expansion at 0605 UT based on the sudden change of IMF B z and signatures in the auroral zone. Thus these large positive H perturbation bays are from the substorm current wedge. Figure 3b shows that there are several negative D perturbations in the morning sector, and almost zero enhancement is larger than or comparable to the H perturbations everywhere except in the postnoon sector (MMB and KAK) . This is consistent with the comparison of the magnitude of the ASY-H and ASY-D above. Thus the dawnto-dusk asymmetric H perturbation seen at midlatitudes should result from the combined contribution of fieldaligned currents as well as the magnetopause and asymmetric ring currents.
Case 2: 29 May 2003
[25] Figure 4 is a stack plot of the solar wind plasma and IMF observations from the ACE spacecraft and the three geomagnetic indices during a pressure enhancement event on 29 to 30 May 2003. At the time of the onset of the pressure enhancement, ACE was located at GSE (247, 23.6, À2.7) R E and the propagation time of the shock from ACE to the magnetosphere is $35 min, assuming radial propagation. The vertical line at $1900 UT denotes the time-delayed onset of the pressure enhancement. There is a large and sharp density increase with the maximum value reaching $35 cm
À3
. At the same time the solar wind radial velocity increases from 680 km/s to 800 km/s. This is a shock. We note that the pressure enhancement occurred in two steps, the first one at $1900 UT and the second at $1915 UT. For this event, DP is $43 nPa and DP/P 0 is $8.6. This was an even stronger pressure enhancement than the first event. The IMF remained southward at approximately À10 nT for several hours before the shock and briefly turned further southward to À35 nT at the onset of the pressure enhancement before turning northward.
[26] The variations of the geomagnetic indices indicate that this storm actually is a series of three consecutive storms. The minimum value of SYM-H is about À160 nT. Although it is smaller than that for the 25 September 1998 storm, this is still a relatively strong storm. It is clear that the pressure enhancement occurred during the main phase of the storm when the asymmetric ring current was expected to be well-developed and strong, as for the previous example. Both the ASY-H and ASY-D indices show significant and sharp increases at time of the onset of the pressure enhancement, implying that there were significant asymmetric H and D perturbations occurring at midlatitude. The amplitude of the ASY-H perturbation is a factor of 2 larger than that of ASY-D, which implies that even at midlatitude, the contribution from the FACs to the H perturbation is appreciably less than those from the Chapman-Ferraro and asymmetric ring currents. Before the sharp increase at $1900 UT the ASY-H exhibits a much smaller and slow increase starting at $1215 UT, which corresponds to the southward turning of the IMF observed by ACE about 35 min earlier. This slow increase of the ASY-H indicates the buildup of the asymmetric ring current before the pressure enhancement occurred.
[27] The ground magnetometer data coverage available for this event is not as extensive as for the previous one. We only have the data from the recently installed SAMBA magnetometer array and from the 210 chain. These two arrays are approximately 12 hours of local time apart. For this event, the SAMBA array was at $1430 MLT, while the 210 chain covered local times from 0300 to 0810 MLT. Figures 5a and 5b show the H component from the SAMBA and the 210 chain, respectively. Most of the SAMBA magnetometers observed strong and sharp negative perturbations associated with the pressure enhancement at $1900 UT. At very low latitudes (stations PUT and ANT), we see sudden impulse (SI) signatures (the shortlived positive spikes) before the negative and longerduration excursions that are the full response to the dynamic pressure enhancement. We note that there are two SI signatures, which correspond to the two-step pressure enhancement. The SI signatures gradually vanish when moving to higher latitudes away from the dip equator. However, we still can see a two-step negative perturbation for each station, which exactly corresponds to the two-step pressure enhancement and is thus a directly driven response to the pressure enhancement. In the dawn sector, all the stations of the 210 chain showed positive perturbations initiating at the time of the onset of the pressure enhancement ($1900 UT) with only one exception, the EWA station. Thus there was a very strong dawn-to-dusk asymmetric H perturbation at both low and middle latitudes, and those at midlatitude are obviously consistent with the big increase in the ASY-H seen above. The observed lowlatitude D perturbations (not shown here) at the time of the pressure enhancement onset at the above stations are substantially smaller than those of the H perturbation at the same stations in the low-latitude region. Although the midlatitude D perturbations are larger than those at low latitudes, they are still smaller than the midlatitude H perturbations, which is consistent with the much smaller increase of the ASY-D relative to the ASY-H (see Figure 4) . These again verify the conclusion obtained above, i.e., the Chapman-Ferraro current and asymmetric ring current are the primary contributors to the H perturbations both at low and at middle latitudes.
[28] The following two cases are somewhat different. The 10 January 1997 magnetic storm was a moderate one, with the pressure enhancement during the early recovery phase when the ring current was expected to be weaker than during the main phase but still be asymmetric. The 6 November 2000 storm was a strong one. The pressure enhancement occurred during the late recovery phase with strongly northward IMF B z when the ring current was symmetric.
3.3. Case 3: 10 January 1997
[29] Figure 6 shows the solar wind plasma and IMF observations from the Wind spacecraft and the three geomagnetic indices for the 10 January 1997 event. The vertical line at $1050 UT indicates the time-delayed onset of a pressure pulse observed by Wind. At that time, Wind was located at GSE (88.5, À58.6, À3.9) R E , and the propagation time from Wind to the magnetosphere is $24 min. During the duration of the solar wind density pulse ($25 min), the solar wind speed was almost steady at 445 km/s, which means the dynamic pressure enhancement is entirely due to the density pulse. For this case, DP is $4 nPa and DP/P 0 is $2. Both the magnitude and the relative strength of this pressure enhancement are smaller than the previous two. At $0800 UT the IMF B z reached its minimum of À15 nT and then began a slow decrease (less negative). At the onset of the pressure pulse, the IMF B z had been gradually decreasing for more than 3 hours. This decreasing of the southward IMF B z indicates a weakening of the convection electric field, and hence a decay of the ring current.
[30] The storm began around 0100 UT with minimum SYM-H reaching À90 nT. This is a moderate storm and is clearly weaker than the previous two, which implies that even the peak ring current during this magnetic storm was not as strong as during the previous two storms. It also shows that the pressure enhancement occurred in the early recovery phase when the ring current should be weakening but still asymmetric [Liemohn et al., 1999 [Liemohn et al., , 2001b . The magnitude of the ASY-D perturbation ($80 nT) is larger than that of the ASY-H ($30 nT) during the pressure pulse. Furthermore, stack plots of the Northern Hemisphere low-latitude and midlatitude D (not shown here) and H perturbations (discussed later in reference to Figure 10) show that the magnitudes of D and H perturbations are comparable at both low-latitude and midlatitude stations. Both these facts imply that the effect of FACs reached both the midlatitude and low-latitude stations. Thus for this event significant contributions to the H component at both low and middle latitude should result from the Chapman-Ferraro current, the ring current, and FACs.
[31] The H perturbations at low and middle latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere are shown in Figures 7a, and 7b , respectively. The vertical lines give the time-delayed onset of the pressure pulse. We do not have good data coverage from low latitudes on the dayside for this event. The available stations are mostly on the nightside. Figure 7a shows positive perturbations on both the dawnside and duskside at low latitudes. At midlatitudes (Figure 7b) we also see positive perturbations everywhere, except for those stations located around the local noon region where we see clear negative perturbations due to the strong effect from the R1 FACs . However, if we focus on the magnitudes of the H perturbations closest to the dawn-dusk meridian at low latitudes (SJG versus LNP and KNY), we may see a possible very small asymmetry, which is characterized by a very weak magnitude difference (the averaged value of the difference is about $5 nT), with the duskside perturbations being somewhat smaller than those on the dawnside. This is much different from what was observed for the prior two events, for which a polarity difference of the H perturbations characterizes the dawn-dusk asymmetry. We would like to call the H asymmetry here a magnitude asymmetry and the much stronger asymmetry seen in the previous two cases a polarity asymmetry. It is clear this asymmetry is much weaker than that observed in the previous two cases, which is consistent with the smaller increase in the ASY-H (Figure 6 ) during the pressure enhancement.
Case 4: 6 November 2000
[32] Figure 8 shows the solar wind and IMF observations from ACE, and the three geomagnetic indices, for the storm that occurred on 6 November 2000. The IMF and solar wind plasma data have been delayed to account for the propagation time of the fronts to the Earth. This is a fortuitous event with two pressure enhancements during the storm. The first one occurred at $1800 UT on 6 November 2000 during the main phase when IMF B z was southward. For this first pressure enhancement DP is $19 nPa and DP/P 0 is $4.75, which indicates a compression as strong as the 25 September 1998 event.
The second occurred at $1900 UT on 7 November 2000 during the late recovery phase when IMF B z was strongly northward. The DP is $10 nPa and DP/P 0 is $2.5. The two vertical lines in Figure 11 indicate the onsets of these two dynamic pressure enhancements. For the first pressure enhancement, there is a clear ASY-H increase, indicating asymmetric variations in the H component. Here we focus on the second pressure enhancement, which is a series of several strong pulses that create almost no perturbations in both ASY-H and ASY-D indices. The value of ASY-H is almost at the prestorm level. Note that the SYM-H had decayed to about -50 nT, implying that there was still some symmetric ring current.
Summary and Analysis of the Events
[33] In this section, we summarize and analyze the observations shown in section 3 to determine the primary contributor to the asymmetric H perturbations for each event. The above events show the combined effects of the Chapman-Ferraro current, asymmetric ring current, and sometimes the FACs on the low-latitude and midlatitude H perturbation. In general, the Chapman-Ferraro current produces positive H on the ground, while the ring current (symmetric and asymmetric) causes negative H. When the ring current is asymmetric, the H component is more negative on the dusk than on the dawn. The polarity and magnitude of the H perturbations due to FACs are far more complicated and depend on the strength, location and configuration of the FACs. The magnetometer is the integrator of all the current systems discussed above, so it is necessary to separate the contributions from the different current systems. This can only be done with some reliability if data from a large number of ground magnetometers with good spatial resolution and MLT coverage are analyzed. This is what we do here, albeit only in a qualitative fashion.
[34] It is known that a pressure enhancement can almost instantaneously strengthen the Chapman-Ferraro current [Araki, 1994] and the FACs when it compresses the magnetosphere. The pressure enhancement also compresses and enhances the equatorial magnetic flux. The increase of magnetic flux induces an azimuthal electric field that is given by Faraday's law
where F is the magnetic flux enclosed by a circle of radius r around the Earth and azimuthal symmetry has been assumed. The increase of magnetic flux in the equatorial plane due to a pressure enhancement produces a clockwise azimuthal electric field, which radially transports the ring current particles inward and hence further adiabatically energizes them. The pressure enhancement does not cause the direct injection of new particles into the ring current region. Rather it causes a local adiabatic energization of the particles already within the ring current region, and the process is near instantaneous, which explains the quick response that we have observed. The effect of this local energization should be expected to highly depend on the state of the preexisting ring current population at the time when the pressure enhancement occurs.
[35] In this paper we assume that the Chapman-Ferraro current and its response to a pressure pulse are approximately the same on the dawnside and duskside of the magnetosphere. The reasons are the following. First, the intensified Chapman-Ferraro current itself produces only positive H perturbations on the dayside ground magnetometers, i.e., both on the dawn and on the dusk. The negative perturbations in the postnoon sector shown in our events can only be from the other current systems. Second, though one side of the magnetosphere may be impacted first by a pressure enhancement (depending on the orientation of the front), a pressure enhancement will rapidly (in less than 5 -10 min) contact both sides, leading to an equally intensified Chapman-Ferraro current that produces approximately equal positive H perturbations at all local times at both middle and low latitudes from dawn to dusk on the dayside. All the events in our paper have timescales at least 30 min. Therefore it is reasonable to assume an approximately symmetric Chapman-Ferraro current.
[36] Let's begin with the 25 September 1998 event. Figure 1 shows that the pressure enhancement occurred near the end of the main phase, when we expect the asymmetric ring current to already be strong. This indicates that a stronger ring current had already existed on the duskside than on the dawnside before the onset of the pressure enhancement. Under this condition, we should expect to see larger negative H component on the duskside than on the dawnside. This can also be seen in the work of Clauer et al. [2003] , who investigated the development of the ring current during the 24 to 25 September 1998 magnetic storm. Their stack plot of midlatitude magnetograms (see Figure 3 in their paper), in which the quiet day variation has been subtracted, clearly show this difference, i.e., more negative H on the duskside than on the dawnside. In our paper, we can also see a clear increase of the ASY-H prior to the pressure enhancement (Figure 1) , which is the strong evidence of the buildup of the asymmetric ring current. [37] We summarize the 25 September 1998 event in Figure 9 , where we include all the low-latitude and midlatitude stations in an MLT-MLAT polar map. Local noon is to the right. Positive and negative H perturbations at the location of each station are represented by squares and triangles, respectively. Grid lines are every 10°of geomagnetic latitude (from 0°to 90°) and every 15°of geomagnetic longitude. The grey scale indicates the absolute value of the strength of the maximum H disturbance relative to the value just before the pressure pulse. It is clear from this global picture that the onset of the pressure enhancement leads to positive perturbations (squares) in the dawn and early morning sector and to negative perturbations (triangles) in the postnoon sector. This nicely illustrates the dawn-todusk asymmetric H perturbation during the pressure enhancement!
[38] As we mentioned earlier, the FACs did not have significant effect on perturbations at low latitudes (see Figure 2a and 2b). The asymmetric H perturbations are primarily due to the combined effect from the intensified Chapman-Ferraro current and asymmetric ring current. The contribution of the intensified Chapman-Ferraro current is assumed to be homogeneous positive H perturbations from low to middle latitude at all local times on the dayside. Thus the only reasonable explanation for the asymmetric H perturbation, i.e., negative in the postnoon sector and positive in the morning sector, is that the transient magnetospheric compression due to the pressure enhancement further intensified the already strong asymmetric ring current, so its effect during the compression exceeded the effect of the intensified Chapman-Ferraro current in the postnoon sector, while in the morning sector the intensified ChapmanFerraro current dominates as expected.
[39] Things are more complicated at midlatitudes where the contribution to the H perturbations from the FACs is as significant as those from the Chapman-Ferraro current and the asymmetric current. Figure 10a shows a schematic of symmetric configurations of the R1 and R2 currents in the ionosphere. Figures 10b and 10c show the MLT pattern of the ground D-and the H-component perturbations caused by the R1 current system when the ground stations are located equatorward of the currents. Figures 10d and 10e show the MLT distribution of the ground D and H component perturbations produced by the R2 current system, again when the ground stations are assumed to be located equatorward of the current system. Using the R1 current pattern as an example (Figure 10b and 10c) , we can see that there is a positive perturbation in the D component from noon to midnight on the duskside with its maximum at dusk and a negative perturbation from midnight to noon on the dawnside with its maximum at dawn. We also see a decreasing negative perturbation in the H component from noon to dusk, zero perturbation at dusk, and an increasing positive perturbation from dusk reaching a maximum at midnight. The H perturbation is the same moving from noon to midnight on the dawnside as that on the duskside. The R1 FAC contribution to the ground H component is symmetric about the noon-midnight meridian plane, while the contribution to the ground D component is antisymmetric.
[40] If we assume that the Chapman-Ferraro current equally produces positive perturbations in the H component at all local times at middle-to-low latitudes on the dayside (dawn-to-noon-to-dusk), then the asymmetric ring current is the sole contributor to asymmetric variations in the H component in this sector. As we move to the nightside (dusk-to-midnight-to-dawn), the asymmetric ring current again is the only contributor to the asymmetric variations in the H component if we assume the contribution from the cross-tail current is symmetric about the noon-midnight meridian and there is no effect from a substorm current wedge.
[41] In a similar manner, we can predict the contributions to the ground H component from a symmetric R2 current system. The schematic of the MLT distribution of that effect is shown in Figures 1d and 1e . The R2 perturbations are 180°out of phase from the R1 perturbations so the noonmidnight meridian plane is still the plane of symmetry. [42] However, the ground magnetometers are current integrators, so the observed MLT distribution of the H and D perturbations will likely be much more complicated than the simplified schematics of Figure 10 , especially if the strengths of the R1 and R2 currents are comparable. Nevertheless, it is safe to say that if the observed MLT distribution of the ground magnetic field perturbations, especially the D perturbation (note that D perturbation is a good indicator of the FACs), resembles more those of Figures 10b and 10c then the effect of the R1 currents is dominant at low and middle latitudes, while the effect of the R2 currents is dominant if the spatial distributions, especially the D perturbation, resemble more Figures 10d and 10e. We will use this approach below to identify the major contributor to the asymmetric H perturbation at mid latitude.
[43] Figure 11a shows the spatial (i.e., MLT) distribution of the D perturbations at low and middle latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere. Here we need to emphasize again that the H and D perturbations in this paper are defined as the difference between the minimum or maximum value during the pressure enhancement and the value at the onset of the pressure pulse. Since the Chapman-Ferraro and the ring currents do not, to first order, contribute to the ground D component, the D pattern can be used to determine which FAC system is the major contributor to the perturbations. Comparing Figure 11a with Figure 10b , the actual pattern of the D perturbation is more like the ideal pattern from R1 FACs except for the four much larger perturbations around midnight, which have already been attributed to the substorm current wedge [Clauer et al., 2003 ]. It appears that the R1 contribution is dominant and that of the R2 can be neglected.
[44] Figures 11b and 11c are the spatial distribution of midlatitude and low-latitude H perturbation, respectively. There are clear dawn-to-dusk asymmetric H perturbations at both low and middle latitudes. We have already attributed the low-latitude asymmetric H perturbations to the effect from the intensified asymmetric ring current. Now we interpret the midlatitude asymmetry in two different ways. First, since the actual distribution patterns are very close to the ideal R1 pattern during the pressure enhancement (as determined by the DD MLT pattern of Figure 11a ), the FAC contribution to the H perturbation should match that of Figure 10c for R1 currents being dominant. This means that the distribution should be approximately symmetric around the noonmidnight meridian and produce as much of a negative perturbation at a station in the postnoon as at counterpart station in the morning sector. Therefore the observed midlatitude asymmetric H perturbation must have only resulted from the intensified asymmetric ring current, since the Chapman-Ferraro is assumed to give homogeneous positive H perturbation on the dayside. Another way to explain this is that there are almost the same magnitude asymmetric H perturbations at both low and middle latitudes, and the asymmetric ring current was the major contributor to the low-altitude asymmetric H perturbation. Thus we can deduce that the asymmetric ring current also had very significant contribution to the midlatitude asymmetric H perturbations. In summary, the pressure enhancement further intensified the already asymmetric ring current such that its effect in the postnoon sector overwhelmed that of the intensified Chapman-Ferraro current, while in the morning sector, the Chapman-Ferraro current dominated.
[45] The 29 May 2003 event is much simpler than the 25 September 1998 event. We have already determined in section 3.2 that the effect from FACs can be ignored. Thus the asymmetric ring current should be the primary contributor to the dawn-to-dusk asymmetric H perturbations both at low and middle latitudes.
[46] Let us give a quick summary of these two events.
[47] 1. First, both events caused the dawn-to-dusk asymmetric H perturbations at low and middle latitudes by further intensifying the already asymmetric ring current.
[48] 2. Second, both storms were strong enough to create strong asymmetric ring current, which implies that the ring current has the potential to be strengthened enough by a pressure enhancement, so the effect of its strengthening can exceed that due to the intensified ChapmanFerraro current.
[49] 3. Third, both events occurred well into the main phase of the storms when the asymmetric ring current had already built up for several hours before the events. In addition, IMF B z had already been strongly southward for several hours before the pressure enhancements occurred for both events, which accounts for the above points.
[50] 4. Finally, both pressure enhancements were very strong (see Table 1 ).
[51] It appears that the strength and the asymmetry state of the ring current (both of which depend on the magnitude of the southward B z and the length of time it persisted before the compression), as well as the strength of a pressure enhancement all affect whether or not we can see the strong asymmetric H perturbations on the ground. The following two cases further explore the conditions under which such asymmetry can occur.
[52] The 10 January 1997 event is different. Some dawndusk asymmetry does exist but it is not strong enough to manifest itself as the polarity change in DH that was observed in the first two events (see Figure 7a above and Figure 12c below). Next, we first separate the relative contribution from the different current systems during this event, and then make a comparison with the previous two events below.
[53] Figures 12a and 12b show the local time distribution of the midlatitude and low-latitude D and H perturbations in the Northern Hemisphere (note that the availability of stations for D and H is slightly different). Comparing them with the ideal patterns shown in Figure 10 , it appears that the D and H perturbation pattern is very close to that due only to R1 currents. Especially the strong negative H perturbations around local noon strongly support that the perturbation is due to the R1 currents . Figure 12c clearly shows the possible magnitude difference between the stations very close to the dawn-dusk meridian at low latitudes. Since the contribution from the FACs is close to that of the R1, the very weak asymmetric H perturbation must be from the ring current that was still asymmetric during this early part of the recovery phase.
[54] Let us compare the 10 January 1997 event with the previous two. First, the storm was moderate relative to the previous two; the ring current did not have the potential to be intensified as much as for the previous two. Second, the pressure enhancement occurred during the early recovery phase when the ring current was weakening for several hrs but still asymmetric [Liemohn et al., 1999 [Liemohn et al., , 2001b . Finally, both the size and the relative strength of the pressure enhancement of this event were much smaller than the previous two, especially the size (see Table 1 ). This implies that the strengthening of the ring current by the pressure enhancement during this event was less than that during the previous two. Therefore in this case, although the pressure enhancement still further intensified the asymmetric ring current, the above three conditions determined that its effect did not exceed that of the intensified Chapman-Ferraro current on the duskside. For the dawnside, the Chapman-Ferraro current of course still dominated. It is the still weak asymmetry in the ring current that leads to the weak magnitude asymmetry in the H perturbations.
[55] For the fourth event that occurred during the late recovery phase of the 20 November 2000 storm, no increase was seen in the ASY-H index, which was almost at the prestorm level. This implies that there were no asymmetric H perturbations on the ground during the pressure enhancement. During the late recovery phase, the ring current is expected to be symmetric. Note that the size and relative strength of the pressure enhancement are larger than for the 10 January 1997 event (see Table 1 ). Although the pressure enhancement still intensified the ring current, the ring current was symmetrically intensified because it was already symmetric at that time. This process obviously cannot leads to asymmetric H perturbations no matter how strong the pressure enhancement is. There is also no increase in the ASY-D index, which indicates that this pressure enhancement did not cause a large enhancement in the strength of the FACs. This is reasonable considering that FACs should be weak when the IMF is northward. The Chapman-Ferraro current was significantly intensified by this pressure pulse as indicated by the increases in the SYM-H correlated with the pressure pulses.
[56] However, for the first pressure enhancement occurring in the main phase (see Figure 8 ), the ring current was asymmetrically strengthened by the pressure enhancement and we see a clear increase of the ASY-H.
[57] In summary, it appears that the effect of the pressure enhancements on the ring current asymmetry is highly dependant on the asymmetry state of the ring current at the times of the onset of the magnetospheric compression. If the ring current is already asymmetric before the onset, it will be asymmetrically strengthened, which leads to the increase of the ring current asymmetry; if it is already symmetric before the onset, it will then be symmetrically intensified, which contributes nothing to the ring current asymmetry. However, whether or not we can see the asymmetric H perturbations on the ground is determined by the strength and asymmetry state of the ring current as well as the size and relative strength of the pressure enhancement. We present a more in-depth discussion about the physics behind these phenomena in the following discussion section.
Discussion
[58] The major process responsible for the storm time injection of particles into the ring current region during the main phase of a magnetic storm is believed to be the enhanced earthward convection and associated adiabatic energization of plasma sheet particles [Lui, 1993; McPherron, 1997; Wolf et al., 1997; Clauer et al., 2003] . Substorm-related transport and acceleration due to the electric field induced by the dipolarization process of the magnetic field [Lui et al., 1987; McIlwain, 1991; Fok et al., 1996; Fok et al., 1999] may also play a role. In addition, the outflow of ionospheric ions (O + ) [Shelley et al., 1972; Hamilton et al., 1988; Daglis, 1997] is also considered to be a significant particle source of the storm time ring current. A detailed discussion about the relative contributions is beyond the scope of this study. Currently, the general consensus is that the buildup of the ring current appears more related to the sustained enhancement of the dawn-dusk cross-tail electric field than the substorm expansion [McPherron, 1997] . In order to keep this electric field enhanced, the IMF B z must keep being southward for some time.
[59] Another important physical process about the development of the ring current is the formation of the asymmetric ring current. Liemohn et al. [1999 Liemohn et al. [ , 2001b pointed out that the ring current is always asymmetric during the main phase and the early recovery phase because particles during these periods mostly drift on open drift paths and are lost to the dayside magnetopause, while during the later recovery phase the particles mostly drift on closed paths toward the dawnside, so the ring current is symmetric.
[60] As discussed above, a dynamic pressure enhancement can further intensify the ring current through the local adiabatic energization of the preexisting ring current particles by inducing an azimuthal electric field. The effect of this local energization should be expected to be highly dependent on the asymmetry state of the ring current population at the time when the pressure enhancement occurs (because that will determine the amount of source population available for the compression-induced energization).
[61] On the basis of the above description, the results from our four case studies can be easily understood. For cases such as the first two events, the pressure enhancement occurred during the storm main phase after the IMF B z had been strongly southward for a period of several hours and the ring current was already asymmetric. When the dynamic pressure increases, the already built up populations are locally and adiabatically further energized by the induced electric field leading to an increase in the current they carry.
At that time, all particles were still on open drift paths and the strong outflow loss to magnetopause continued, which left the ring current still asymmetric. Since the energy of all the ring current particles was increased by the pressure enhancement, the total ring current was thus asymmetrically enhanced, i.e., the largest enhancement occurring where the preexisting ring current was largest and the smallest enhancement occurring where these energy densities were a minimum.
[62] Whether or not we can see the polarity asymmetry of the H perturbations, as we saw in the first two events, depends on the balance between the intensified ring current and the Chapman-Ferraro current. It is determined by the asymmetry state and the strength of the ring current as well as the size and relative strength of the pressure enhancement. In other words, not only must the ring current be asymmetric enough, but the ring current must also be strong enough so that the effect of the intensified ring current resulting from the pressure compression can exceed that from the intensified Chapman-Ferraro current effect. Note that both storms were strong with the minimum SYM-H reaching $À200 nT (25 September 1998) and $À160 nT (29 May 2003), respectively, and the pressure enhancements occurred during the main phases of the storms when the ring current was expected to be the most asymmetric. At the same time, the size and relative strength of both pressure enhancements was very large (see Table 1 ). Thus we saw the clear dawn-dusk polarity asymmetry of the H perturbations for both events.
[63] For the case with pressure enhancement during the early recovery phase (10 January 1997 event), the IMF B z was slowly turning northward while it was still southward. This implies that the convection electric field was weakened, which leads to the decay of the ring current. However, there is still some flowing-out loss of particles to the dayside magnetopause during the early recovery phase [Liemohn et al., 1999 [Liemohn et al., , 2001b , so the ring current was still somewhat asymmetric. The electric field induced by the pressure enhancement also intensified this asymmetric ring current, leading to a strengthening of the ring current asymmetry. However, the biggest difference is that we did not see the polarity H asymmetry. Two factors determined this. First, this storm was moderate, certainly not as strong as the first two, so the ring current even at the end of the main phase was not as strong as for the other two storms. The enhancement of the ring current, therefore, was not enough to exceed the effect of the enhanced Chapman-Ferraro current. Another factor, which may be important in this particular case, is that the size and relative strength of the pressure enhancement was smaller than the first two (see Table 1 ), which implies that even if the ring current had been as strong as the first two, the strengthening of the ring current might still not have been enough to exceed the effect of the intensified Chapman-Ferraro current. This indicates that the strength of a pressure enhancement also plays a certain role in influencing the ground asymmetric H perturbations.
[64] For the last case, with the pressure enhancement occurring during the late recovery phase when the IMF B z was strongly northward, most particles were on closed drift paths, and the ring current was very symmetric [Liemohn et al., 1999 [Liemohn et al., , 2001b . The pressure enhancement still induced an electric field and energized the preexisting particles. However, since the preexisting ring current was symmetric, the ring current was symmetrically strengthened, and there was no increase in the ring current asymmetry. Under conditions like for this case, no matter how strong a pressure enhancement is, it cannot significantly intensify the ring current asymmetry, and we certainly cannot expect strong ground asymmetric H perturbations.
[65] Obviously, the IMF B z preconditioning, i.e., its strength, orientation, and the duration of a certain orientation before the onset, is necessary for the pressure compression to have an effect on the storm time ring current asymmetry because it determines the asymmetry state of the ring current. If there is an asymmetric ring current at the onset of a pressure enhancement, there is an increase in the ring current asymmetry; if there is a symmetric ring current at the onset of a pressure enhancement, there is no increase in the ring current asymmetry and the only increase is the strength of the ring current.
[66] Our cases also suggest that the strength and asymmetry state of ring current, which are in turn determined by the IMF B z preconditioning, and as well as the size and relative strength of a pressure enhancement play important roles in affecting the ground asymmetric H perturbation. However, the last case indicates that when the ring current is symmetric, a pressure enhancement will not lead to an increase of the ring current asymmetry. We do not have more cases to further investigate the effect of the size and relative strength of a pressure enhancement on the ring current asymmetry in this paper. We will leave this to a future statistical study. Therefore we conclude in this paper that the effect of pressure enhancements on storm time ring current asymmetry depends strongly on the IMF B z preconditioning, while the size and relative strength of a pressure enhancement also plays a role.
[67] In addition, we also listed the increase of ASY-H index (DASY-H) for all the five pressure enhancements in Table 1 . For the first three cases, it is clear that the larger pressure events have larger increases of the ASY-H index than does the smaller one. These are consistent with the ground magnetometer observations discussed above. For the last case (the second pressure enhancement on 6 -7 November 2000), the size and relative strength of the pressure enhancement are both larger than the 10 January 1997 event. Furthermore, there was only a 10 nT increase in the ASY-H index, since the ring current was already symmetric during the later recovery phase, while for the first pressure enhancement during this storm, we only see a 60 nT increase in the ASY-H, even though DP and DP/P 0 of this case are almost the same as those of the 25 September 1998 event. This is likely because this event occurred well before full development of the storm main phase. Finally, we mention our assumption about the approximate symmetry of the Chapman-Ferraro current, which as discussed earlier, is reasonable for the present study.
Conclusions
[68] In this paper, we have investigated the effects of the solar wind dynamic pressure enhancements on the development of the storm time asymmetric ring current for four specific cases, by using geomagnetic field data (both H and D component) from ground magnetometers at low to middle latitudes, solar wind IMF and plasma observations, and the longitudinal symmetric and asymmetric indices. The results can be summarized as follows:
[69] For the first two cases, the dynamic pressure enhancements occurred during the main phase of a strong magnetic storm with steady southward IMF B z and led to a strong enhancement of the already asymmetric ring current and its asymmetry. The enhancement was strong enough on the duskside to give an H-component reduction that exceeded the positive perturbation from the intensified Chapman-Ferraro current, leading to a net large negative H perturbation on the duskside. On the dawnside, where the preexisting ring current was weaker, the H perturbation due to the intensified ring current was significantly smaller than that due to the intensified Chapman-Ferraro, leading to a net positive H perturbation.
[70] For the third event, the dynamic pressure enhancement occurred during the early recovery phase of a moderate storm, with decreasing but still southward IMF B z . The asymmetric ring current was also enhanced, but the enhancement of the ring current asymmetry was now much smaller. In this case, the ring current was not strong enough at the time of the onset to be intensified enough for the H perturbation to exceed that from the intensification of the Chapman-Ferraro current, and the relative strength of the pressure enhancement was also smaller than for the two occurring during the main phase. Thus we only saw a small magnitude asymmetry in the H component between the dawnside and dusksides.
[71] For the last case, the dynamic pressure enhanced during the late recovery phase with strongly northward IMF B z , and the pressure enhancement had no effect on the asymmetry of the already symmetric ring current.
[72] The local energization of the preexisting particles within the ring current region at the time of the onset of a pressure enhancement by the azimuthal electric field induced by the pressure enhancement is the primary cause of the above pressure enhancement effects. The effect of pressure enhancements on storm time ring current asymmetry primarily depends on the IMF B z preconditioning during these four cases.
[73] The size and relative strength of a pressure enhancement should also play a role in affecting the ring current asymmetry and ground asymmetric H perturbations, though we have not been able to explicitly test our events. We expect that when the ring current is asymmetric, the larger the size and relative strength of a pressure enhancement is, the larger will be the increase of the ring current asymmetry, and the more likely it is for the pressure enhancement to lead to a polarity asymmetry in H perturbations. However, for an already symmetric ring current, no matter how larger the size and relative strength of a pressure enhancement are, there should be no increase of the ring current asymmetry.
[74] In the future, we would like to verify the generality of conclusions based on these four cases, and investigate the effects of pressure enhancement on the current systems under more general conditions, i.e., not necessarily being during a magnetic storm. Evaluation of the effects of several factors (e.g., the IMF B z preconditioning, the relative strength of pressure enhancements, and IMF B y ) will be addressed through a statistical study. After that, we plan to do quantitative modeling in order to quantitatively separate the relative contribution of each current system to the variation of the asymmetric ground perturbations.
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